Solution-processable flower-shaped hierarchical structures: self-assembly, formation, and state transition of biomimetic superhydrophobic surfaces.
Superhydrophobic surfaces inspired by biological microstructures attract considerable attention from researchers because of their potential applications. In this contribution, two kinds of microscale flower-shaped morphologies with nanometer petals formed from the hierarchical self-assembly of benzothiophene derivatives bearing long alkyl chains have been developed as superhydrophobic surfaces. The intermediate stages of the assemblies demonstrated a new formation mechanism for such flower-shaped morphologies. The hierarchical morphologies of the film exhibited excellent water-repelling characteristics as superhydrophobic surfaces, which were prepared by means of a simple solution process. The transition process from the Cassie state to Wenzel state was easily realized owing to the slight microstructural differences in the two kinds of flowers caused by their different chemical structures. The superhydrophobicity of such functional materials might be beneficial for applications in electrical devices in which the presence of water would influence their performance.